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Atari Parker’s 27 points torch
Thunderbirds in Spartan victory

"The Way It Is" makes a
New Year’s resolution
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Deadline looms to appoint electors
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Desperately short on time, Al
Gore’s lawyer pleaded with the
Florida Supreme Court on Thursday to order vote recounts and
his faltering presidential
mat. Republican attorneys called
George W. Bush the certified, right-

ful victor and said "not a single
shred of evidence" suggests anybody was denied their vote.

Even as the seven justices mulled
the vice president’s fate, fellow
Democrats said they were running
low on patience. "This is coming to
an end," said Sen. Dick Durbin, DILI. He said a Bush presidency
"looks more and more" likely.
One month after a maddeningly
inconclusive Election Day, the question of who will serve as America’s

43rd president still echoes throughout the nation’s legislative and judicial chambers. On Thursday alone,
two state judges and one federal
court considered complaints about
absentee ballots, and GOP lawmakers in Florida braced for a special
session Friday to give Bush the
state’s 25 electoral votes in case
the courts won’t.

All this amid the pressure of a
Tuesday deadline set out in the U.S.
Constitution for states to appoint
electors. If Florida’s legislative and
judicial branches can’t agree on a
presidential slate by the Electoral
College meeting Dec. 18, a divided
Congress could inherit the morass.
"Time is getting very short," Gore
lawyer David Boles told Florida’s

high court. The seven justices, all
with Democratic ties, aggressively
quizzed both sides but seemed
skeptical about their own authority
to intervene.
The U.S. Supreme Court earlier
this week set aside a Florida high
court ruling allowing some late
See PRESIDENT, Page 4

Final
Putting to make the grade
provost
forum
before
choice
By Diana M. Rain i IT/
DA111’ STAFF WWI

Although Judy Hample is on the
Florida Board of Regents, she
wouldn’t mind going back to the
campus level to act as provost and
vice president of academic affairs
for San Jose State University.
Hample, the fourth and final
provost candidate, spoke before a
group of about 50 faculty members
and staff Thursday in the Almaden
room of the Student Union.
She currently serves as executive
vice chancellor of the Florida university system, but has also been
senior vice president of academic
affairs, an arts and sciences dean
and a professor of communication
during her 26 years in the academic profession, according to her
resume.
Some faculty members found
Hample’s academic experience
intriguing.
"It was interesting that she is
very thoroughly grounded academically," said Vida Kenk, a biology
professor and associate dean of science. "She remembers what it’s like
to be a student and a faculty member."
Kenk said she understands
Hample’s desire to return to the
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Gabriel Fabela, Tim Nagata, Achan Terao and Gilbert Wong
do some last minute inspections of their creation for the RoboPutt on ’Thursday in the Engineering building. The competition
was part of the final project for a mechatronics class in the
mechanical engineering department.

Mechatronics class competes
in ‘Robo-Pute final project
By Kate Kositch
DUI’ STAFF WRIII R
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Left, spectators cheer on a robot during the
Robo-Putt, a competition in which the
machine’s objective is to place as many pingpong balls as they can in the designated holes

on the course to receive points. The mechaironies lab that held the Robo-Putt combines
machines and electronics and is an emphasis
within the engineering major

More than 100 students gathered in the lobby of the Engineering building to watch and cheer for
homemade vehicles that took
turns racing up a steep ramp in
Thursday’s "Robo-Putt."
The excitement was part of professor Buff Furman’s mechatronics
class’ final project.
Students had to design a vehicle
that could carry pingpong balls up
a ramp with different sensors and
drop them in alternately placed
holes, all in a timely manner.
"It looks tough," Allen Sadaka
said, a junior mechanical engineering major, who added he plans to
take the class next semester.
Those in the class had a different perspective.
"You actually go over all this
stuff in class, so it’s actually kind
of easy," said Demetrius Williams,
a senior majoring in mechanical
engineering, as he made lastminute adjustments with his
group on their vehicle.
One of Williams’ teammates,

Rudha Benyuhmin, a junior
mechanical engineering major,
said they had worked on their project nonstop for the last 36 hours.
Benyuhmin’s contraption was a
futuristic-looking vehicle, with
optical sensors and switches on
the bottom to sense the different
guides on the ramp.
With three sections on the
ramp, the vehicles required three
different kinds of sensors to follow
the guides on the ramp: One to
sense the grooved line in the first
section, another for the white tape
on the second, black section and a
third for the electrified wire that
ran along the last section. Each
guide led the vehicles in a straight
line to a hole in each section.
Furman said that by using
microcomputers on their vehicles,
the students could easily adjust
the functions on their vehicle by
downloading new information, or
decisions for the computer to
make, rather than having to adjust
the hardware.
Furman said points were
awarded by different values
set ROBO. Page 8
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San Jose State University’s Academic Senate is set to vote Monday
on a resolution affecting the composition of the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention Committee.
Akbar Shetty, Associated Students director of governing affairs,
said although he is planning to
offer an amendment to the resolution, he is doubtful the senate
would accept the amendment.
The senate is not interested in
student opinion, he said.
l’hat’s not one of their high priorities."
The senate’s monthly meeting is
scheduled to be held Monday in
Room 316 of the Boccardo Business
Center, said Olympia Williams, the
senate’s administrative assistant.
The resolution will be one of several action items to be looked at.
Introduced at last month’s meeting, the resolution would add four
more administrative and two more
student seats to the senate commitSee SENATE, Page 4

Ramadan brings fasting for Muslims Choraliers go caroling
13 I)iana M. Ramirc,
DAII

STAFI. WRIIER

The Costanoan room of the Student Union was
occupied by several people Thursday night, but
the room remained quiet enough to hear them
breathing
Members of the Muslim Student Association
gathered there to pray before breaking their fast
in accordance with the Muslim holy month of
Ramadan.
’’This is a month we prepare for the whole
year," said Mohammed Abdussany, a member of
the Muslim Student Association. "It’s one of the
five pillars of Islam. It’s very significant."
The five pillars of Islam are the framework of
Muslim life, according to the IslamiCity Web site.
the belief in Allah,
The first pillar is faith
Abdussany said. Similar to one of the Ten Commandments in Christianity, Muslims hold the
belief that there is no other God except Allah and
Muhammad is his messenger.
The second pillar is prayer, said Reda Mouline,
a Muslim Student Association member.

"I’rayer is very important,- the nuerohiology
graduate student said. "It’s the one we do most
frequently in maintaining a connection with
God."
Mouline said it is normal for people to forget
that link, but prayer is used to remind them of it.
"Humans tend to be forgetful," he said. "In fact,
the Arabic word for human being is related to the
word for forgetful."
The third pillar is charity, or the paying of
alms, Abdussany said.
"We’re supposed to give 2.5 percent ot our savings," Mouline said. "But it’s mainly for the rich.
The rich give to the poor."
The fourth pillar, Ramadan, is fasting.
Ramadan is celebrated during the ninth month of
every year according to the lunar calendar,
Abdussany said.
During this month, Muslims are obligated to
abstain from food, drink and sexual relations
from dawn to sunset.
Those who are sick, elderly, on a journey, and

see RAMADAN, Page 4

at Mission Santa Clara
By Erika Coron
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The San Jose State University
Choraliers are scheduled to open
the third annual "Christmas at the
Mission" on Sunday with a procession accompanied by the music of
hand bells at Mission Santa Clara,
located on Santa Clara University’s
campus.

PREVI EW
"It’s a wonderful program that
really puts everyone in the Christmas spirit," said SJSU Choralier
director Charlene Archibeque.
"We are singing a whole bunch of
Christmas songs," she said.

S.ISl. (110RALIERS
%HAI: "Christmas in the MissionWHEN: 7 RAI. Sunda. Dec. 10
Weiss: Santa Clara Universiq
TICKFTS: Available one hour before
the performance, General admission:
$12. Students and seniors: $8.
Brass and percussion instruments will also accompany the
singing, she added.
Tickets for the 7 p.m. performance are scheduled to go on sale one
hour before the performance and
the doors will open at 6:30 p.m.
General admission tickets are $12
and students and seniors pay $8.
see CHORALIERS, Page 8
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End of year brings soul-searching, resolution

Letters
Student despondent
from lack of support
at SJSU games
Haye you ever been to a sporting event at
San Jose State University? The stands are
empty, the gym is quiet and the teams get
no support.
What a shame it is for us to be in Division I
and not support our teams.
I once went to a volleyball game at the Event
Center, and there was a crowd of about 100 people.
Our football team beat the 1999 Rose Bowl
champions two years in a row. And our baseball
team made it to the College World Series.
They should be honored.
From the lack of support by us, the students, it
amazes me that our teams do fairly well.
Being able to watch your school on television
and cheer for them is part of being a college student.
Having the ability to ask your friend, "Did you
see SJSU beat Stanford?" should be a great feeling.
But for us, it was like nothing ever happened.
Having lots of pride behind your school’s teams
is what the players need to have a great year.
Having the feeling of support pushes them to
strive for their best.
Take a look at what happened this past week
with football head coach Dave Baldwin.
He was fired because the school could not meet
halfway on what he feels he deserves for a raise.
The man took a football program that was at
the bottom of the Western Athletic Conference
and turned it around to get it into the top half
Baldwin taught and trained his team to beat
the defending Rose Bowl champions.
I know if the students were behind him and
showed support and appreciation for his work, he
would have been given what he deserves.

the semester winds down, I
Ashave been thinking about the
future and about what I have
accomplished or failed to accomplish in the past year.
As I face, along with all of you,
finals and last-minute papers that
must be written, I am evaluating how
I got to where I am.
And I wonder where the time went.
They say that time seems to go
faster as we get older because, at the
age of 5, one year is one-fifth of our
lives, but when we are 50, one year is
one-fiftieth of our lives.
Well, I’m not 50 yet and no, I’m
not going to share my age but I’ll
just say this year went pretty dam
fast for me.
Most of the time, I seem to be
focused on the future. I find myself
living for the weekends and promising
myself that I will get caught up in my
classes each weekend.
I find I just can’t wait for winter
break to start or for my final semester
in college to end.
The past couple of months, I have
felt a desperate need to get out of the
dorms, speed up my graduation and
start my career.
This obsession was probably fueled
by the growing stress caused by the
extra dollar signs each new semester
adds to my debt. It probably has

something to do with the length of
time I have been in school, as well.
And it involves how I sometimes feel
like a den mother living with a bunch
of kids in Joe West Hall. I know it
entails a need for a place that I can
finally call my own.
I spent more than a month looking
for a decent, affordable place to live in
San Jose. Surprise such a place
does not exist.
I finally accepted that I still have
one more year left of school, no matter
how I try to finagle my schedule. And
I resigned myself to living in the Residence Halls for two more semesters.
The job can wait one more year,
because if I quit school now, without
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Early during the semester, I submitted a couple
of articles that precipitated many responses. I
am not taking this opportunity to offer a
rebuttal to those response letters.
Instead, I wish to thank the students who
responded.
Even though I do not necessarily agree with
everything the respondents wrote, I do appreciate
their effort to stimulate an academic debate.
I understand that as part of my learning experience here at San Jose State University it is important to formulate my own opinions about social
issues.
At the same time, I value exposure to other people’s opinions.
It is important that all students make an effort to
understand one another even if we do not accept the
other person’s ideas as truth.
We all live in the same world and many of us in
the same communities.
If we hope to work together effectively following
the attainment of our formal education, it is invaluable to respect each other’s ideas and opinions.
So, allow me this moment to thank those respondents. and any other students, who help maintain a
healthy flmv of ideas within their communities.
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Monica Thole
senior
political science

Christmas is about Christ, not just gifts and Santa Claus
This almost fairytale-like idea of
Christmas is carried to the extreme in
the story about a jolly old man with a
long, white beard named Santa Claus
many parents tell their young children.
It seems that many people have just
about completely forgotten and eliminated the true meaning of Christmas.
In a lot of areas, they no longer even
call it Christmas.
Instead they call it X-mas, literally
crossing out the "Christ" from Christmas.
There’s so much more to Christmas

SPARTAN DAILY

than trees and decoration and Santa
Claus and presents.
Christmas is celebrating the day
when God sent his love into the world,
2,000 years ago, in the form of a tiny,
weak and helpless baby.
He can turn an empty "Merry Xmas" into a truly joyous Christmas. So
receive his love today!
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Ted Rudow III
credential student

happens when what someWhat
one wants for Christmas can’t
be bought at all?
When it can’t be found at Barnes &
Noble, Gap or Foot Locker?
Believe it or not, it won’t even show
up on eBay or any search engine on the
World Wide Web.
All of the money in the world can’t
purchase this special holiday gift.
That sounds like the perfect task for
good ol’ St. Nicholas, who answers the
.Avishea_of milliona and."akes sure thejt
have a big, fat smile on the morning of
But, what happens if all you want
Christmas is love or a job after college
or an internship?
Imagine Santa Claus stuffing that
guy or gal you’ve been thinking about in
an extra large sack, throwing them over
his shoulder and tossing them in the
back of his sleigh, just as the reindeer
begin to fly off in the night.
Santa has a hard enough time getting himself down the chimney, so
there’s no way he could fit two people at
once.
The only way would be to toss the
sack down the smokestack first, but
then he would probably be leaving a
body bag under the tree, which wouldn’t
be a suitable gift unless you worked at
a morgue.
Picture Mr. Claus in a red suit, a
snow-white tie and green shoes walking
into Hewlett Packard or Cisco Systems
to meet with the executives about hiring you. If they refuse, guess who’s
going to be placed on that list of those
who have been naughty.
You’d better mail your resumes and
cover letters along with those wish lists
to the North Pole soon. I don’t think a
deadline has passed yet.
Some "Bah, Humbug" people just
don’t believe in the whole idea of
Christmas. For others, it may have been
a magical time when they were kids,
but the gleam and glitter have faded
with age.
I fit perfectly into the second category.

about the upcoming new year and the
yet
and break
chance to make
another New Year’s resolution.
Yeah, it’s a little early to be thinkChristmas
ing about resolutions
hasn’t even arrived but like I said,
my life is speeding up, so I want to get
a jump on it.
Plus, if you haven’t already figured
out, I have a problem living in the
present.
This year. I am determined to limit
my resoluti. as to a number I can
count on one hand. And I want to
stick to them longer than it takes to
say "resolution."
Some people refuse to make resolutions because they say they don’t need
a holiday as an excuse to set a goal.
But I think those people are afraid of
failure, so they rarely, if ever, set goals.
I’m not afraid of failure. As my professors this semester can attest to, I do
it all the time.
But I try to learn from my fees
and move on.
So, next year I resolve to ban the
bane of my existence: procrastination.
I vow to live in the present and not
put off what I can do today.
And I’ll get right to it on Jan. 1.
Monica L. Ewing is finished stirring
up controversy this semester, but she
will return nert qv/nester Look out

Marcus R. Fuller
AN ISLAND BRUDDAH

I used to look forward to giving and
receiving presents, but lately the satisfaction just isn’t there.
When I hear "Silent Night" by Nat
King Cole, "Santa Baby" by Madonna
and "All I Want for Christmas" by Mariah Carey, the yuletide spirit begins to
lift me up.
But then, I think back to all of the
things that I want but won’t find under
the tree.
Is wanting nonmaterial things for
Christmas against the rules?
I don’t remember there being a
restriction on what you can ask for.
This is what my wish list looks like
this year.
All I want for Christmas is someone
to spend time with besides my constantly drunk and faded friends, to have
dozens of opportunities for a sports
internship this summer and for all of
my close friends and family to be safe
on New Year’s Eve.
I know you’re not supposed to tell
anyone what you want, but that doesn’t
bother me because these wishes are out
of Santa’s league.
Cupid already took care of my
wish, so I guess the other two are len/
the man upstairs.

ak

Marcus R. Fuller is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor
This is the last "An Island Bruddah."

Quote for the I)(tilr:
"If we had no winter, the spring would not be so pleasant;
if we did not sometimes taste of adversity,
prosperity would not be so welcome."
Anne Bradstreet
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that prized diploma in my hand, what
was this all for?
The sad thing about my preoccupation with moving on is that it took my
focus away from the things I actually
can control, such as my grades.
I have the rest of my life to work in
the real world and the remainder of
my days to live in a place of my own.
But I won’t have this university
experience again.
Never again will I have the chance
to live with a bunch of college students who either study or party all
night long.
Never again will I be able to work
for a newspaper with a staff made up
of my friends.
Never again will I be able to take
time off from malting a living to study
things that the majority of the world
seems to be ignorant about for
instance, the state of hunger in the
world, where the country of Mozambique is or who really invented the
concept of the Internet (and no, it
wasn’t Al Gore).
I plan on learning new things for
the rest of my life, but like my professor Loan Pham said Thursday: These
college years are the best time to
learn as much as a person can and
prepare for a fruitful, worthwhile
future.
All of this has made me think

A Christmas wish list full
of things that mean the most

Richard de Jesus
junior
advertising

What is Christmas to you? To
many folks, it is the biggest
holiday of the year. Christla.i, Is also a sentimental time for
people.
It is a time when they tend to dream
about the "White Christmases" of yesteryear.
Often, Christmas Day itself gets sort
of lost in the days and weeks surrounding it.
Many Christmas cards and songs
simply state "Seasons Greetings" with
no mention of Christmas at all.
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more information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.

Masters in Public Health Department
Holiday gift drive, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom. For more
information. call Patti Hee at (925) 4842881.
School of Music and Dance
Images in Dance: student dance concert, 7 p.m. in the Studio Dance Theatre,
SPX 219. For more information, call
Donna at 924-6041.
Muslim Students Association
Congregational prayer "Salatul Juma"
and "Halege Islamic discussion, 1:15
p.m. in the Student Union, Costanoan
room. For more information, call Faten
Hijazi at 738-5940.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more inforrnation,
call John or Nicole at 924-4330.
Masque Honor Society
"Suitcases For Kids" drive. Drop off your
unwanted suitcases and backpacks from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student Union, Wellness
Center (behind the Mosaic, Multicultural Center). For more information, call Megan at 9987158.
Student Occupational Therapy Association
Winter clothes drive: clothes will be
collected and donated for the Christmas
season, boxes located in Central Classroom building, Room 203.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m.
at the Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S.
10th St.
RCIA: A look into the Catholic
Church, 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center.
Bible Trek 2001, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
at the Campus Ministry Social Hall. For

SJSU Ceramic Guild (with Textiles
and Glass)
Holiday sale, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. today
through Thursday at the Art quad next
to the Student Union. For more information, call Rana Schmitz at 289-1594.
Student Advantage
Get your free discount card. For more
information, e-mail Arlene at adiwa@studentadvantage.com.

Saturday
Canterbury Community
Christian Shamanism: Looking at
Mystical Elements that Emerge from the
Feminine and its Close Relationship to
the GLBT Experience, 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. in the Campus Ministry center, 300
S. 10th St. For more information, call
Rogen at 605-1687.
School of Music and Dance
Images in Dance: student dance concert, 7 p.m. in the Studio Dance Theatre,
SPX 219. For more information, call
Donna at 924-5041.

Sunday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass and Dinner, 6 p.m. in
the Chapel of Catholic Campus Ministry,
300 S. 10th St. Mass in chapel at 8 p.m.
For more information, call Father. Charlie at 938-1610.
A Blessing of Brains. All studenta
receive brain bags at these services,
Bishop McGrath will preside at the masses in the Campus Ministry chapel at 6
p.m. and 8 p.m. For more information,
call Sister. Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
Beta Theta Pi
Free barbeque for all students. Let off
some steam before finals, 7:30 p.m. in the
Beta Theta house at 282 S. 10th St. For
more information call Anthony Catafi at
396-6750.

Falun Gong (Falun Data)
Group study or introductory workshops around the Bay Area, 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. at the Sunnyvale Courtyard,
999 Evelyn Terrace West, S50. Information and events found on
www.falundafa.org. For more information, call Steve Ispas at 733-5353.

Monday
School of Music and Dance
Choreography I Showing: Final projects, 1 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. in the Studio
Dance Theatre in SPX 219. For more
information, call Donna at 924-5041.
Spartan Marching Band
Marching Band scholarship benefit
concert, 7:30 p.m. at the Event Center.
Student donation of $3. For more information, call Scott Pierson at 924-4643.
sjspirit.org
Meditation guided and instructional,
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Center Chapel, 300 South 10th St. All
meditators are welcome. For more information, call R. Wharton at 605-1687.
Final stress relief activities, 5 p.m. in
the Student Union, Coatanoan room. For
more information, call Shanna at 9380803.
Muslim Students Association
Ramadan Mubarak! Brothers and sisters, you can break your fast and pray
Maghrib with fellow brothers and sisters
at SJSU, 4:30 p.m. in the Allen Hall
lounge. Use black phone outside front
door to enter, dial 4-8012. For more information, visit our Web site at
www.sjsu.edu/orgs/msa
Sparta Guide m provided free of charge to studente,
faculty and inaff members The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication
date. Entry forma are available in the Spartan Daily
Office. Space restrictions may require editing of submiesions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are
received

MISSED THE SCORE?
OR WANT TO READ IT AGAIN?
WWWSPARTANDAILY.ORG
Infinite Opportunities

Angelina Jolie is nervous. Yes, you
read that right. The Oscar-winning, headline-grabbing actress is
actually worried about how her turn as
popular video-game heroine Lara Croft
will be received when the movie version
of "Tomb Raider" hits theaters in June.
"There are so many people who love
this game," she said. "She’s their girl, and
you don’t want to take away the thing
they love about her. You hope you do justice to what everyone wanted. You pray
you got it right."
Lara Croft is the star of Eidos Interactive’s "Tomb Raider" video-game series,
which has generated $500 million in
sales since its 1996 debut. She’s an
archaeologist,
photojournalist and
British aristocrat, who travels the globe
(wearing tight clothes, of course) seeking
adventure.
In a phone interview this week from
London, where she was wrapping up filming on "Tomb Raider," Jolie said a lot of
decisions went into taking Lara Croft
from the computer screen to the silver
screen.
"We decided she was human now and
she wasn’t perfect. I gained weight and
worked out and my shape changed," she
said.
"She’s a woman and she’s curvy and
cheeky and playful and wicked and we
didn’t try to make her macho."
While she couldn’t divulge much about
the plot, Jolie, 25, said the role was one of
the most physically demanding of her
career. She had to learn boxing, kickboxing, yoga, bungee ballet, dogsledding,
gymnastics and weapons training
some of which she already knew as an
avid dagger collector.
"It’s like joining the army," she said. "I
almost recommend to everyone sending
themselves off to some insane boot camp
and traveling the world and taking themselves out of their normal life and getting
free "
An

end to Stern’s shock radio?

Howard Stern, unplugged? After
nearly a quarter-century on the
air, the founding father of shock
radio has stunned his legion of listeners
again this time with word that kkis

radio career could end on Dec. 15.
Stern’s current five-year contract
expires at the end of this year, and the
self-proclaimed King of All Media says
negotiations for a new deal have sputtered. While interviewing Arnold
Schwarzenegger in mid-November, Stern
told the mega-star that the December
date could be his broadcast finale.
"This is not a disc jockey stunt,"
promised Stern, the creator of Lesbian
Dial-A-Date and the Homeless Hollywood
Squares. "I don’t do disc jockey stunts."
Stern’s nationally syndicated show
remains the No. 1-rated morning show in
New York City by a wide margin despite
a sharp dip in spring 2000.
Outside New York, his nunabers are not
as strong. In several markets, Arbitron
figures have shown his audience eroding
particularly in Los Angeles, where
Stern lost 20 percent of his listeners during the last two years.
Stern, typically, has used the contract
talks to hype his show. "Howard says
good-bye," one show promo blared. "You
won’t want to miss the King of All
Media’s fond farewells."
It’s likely that the Dec. 15 "last show"
will air before there’s a resolution of the
contract negotiations. Stern & Co. go on
vacation for the rest of the year after that
show, and any decision would likely occur
closer to the expiration date.
"I don’t want to leave," Stern said last
Friday after a listener called in to ask
about his plans. "I want to re-sign."
A spokesman for Stern’s employer,
Infinity Broadcasting, declined to discuss
the talks.
Stern has advised members of his
twisted radio family sidekick Robin
Quivers, producer Gary Dell’Abate,
celebrity stalker Stuttering John to
start looking for new work.
Quivers, speaking on the air, said she
had delivered a farewell to her WXRKFM boss just in case. Stern and his
crew joined the station in 1985, shortly
after he was fired from WNBC-AM in
Manhattan because of his show’s content.
Deal or not, Stern won’t lack for work.
His Howard Stern Productions has started work on 22 new episodes of his "Baywatch" parody, "Son of the Beach," for the
FX cable network.
Stern has told his audience he would
like the opportunity to "totally reinvent"
himself, and mentioned there’s a movie
he would like to pursue.
His first movie, the autobiographical
"Private Parts," grossed more than $40
million in its first five weeks of release in
1997.
The Associated Press
contributed
to this report
.
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Research Technicians/ Assistants
Affymax Research Institute is a recognized leader in biotechnology with a broad
portfolio of sophisticated technologies specifically designed to revolutionize the
drug discovery process As part of the Glaxo VVellcome family of companies
Affymax is an established part of the biopharmaceutical industry
Assist in the development of cellular assays to identify novel human disease
targets Requires BA/BS in Biology with 2+ years laboratory experience
Candidates should be familiar with Cellular and Molecular Biology techniques
including experience with mammalian cell culture itransfections. FACS), Westerns
and preparation of cellular lysates

Job Code KLE001

/list in the identification. cloning and recombinant expression of novel human
genes Requires a B.A./B S in Molecular Biology. 1+ years laboratory experience
and broad knowledge of Molecular Biology techniques including maintenance and
propagation of bacterial cultures. plasmid DNA isolation. DNA cloning. RNA
isolation and cDNA synthesis. PCR. and 5’ RACE Job Code: MSH001
Carry out peptide synthesis, peptide conjugates. organic synthesis purification
and analysis Maintain the lab inventories Requires a B S/ M S
chemistry
Experience is a plus but not necessary Able to collaborate with other scientists
Job Code PBA002,3&4
Perform high thruput screening assays as part of the drug discovery effort at
Responsibilities include setting up and performing screening assays and
data analysis AS / BA in biology and basic lab skills and computer skills required
Job Code SYA009.

Affymax

afflimax

Affymax offers competitive salaries, a
relaxed atmosphere with business casual
attire, outstanding benefits, gourmet lunches for $1, and an entrepreneurial & multidisciplinary work environment. Come join
the Affymax Team.
E-mail your resume to an jobs@affymax com or fax to
408-481-0393 EOE Include Job code on
Resume For more information about these positions
see our website www Affymax com
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Jolie set to raid tombs in June
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Above, Drew Kimball, left, and Christian 1 upac
readied their penny launcher for the design competition
in Engr 10: Introduction to Engineering. Right, Tony
Tran released his penny launcher during the design
competition in Engr 10: Introduction to Engineering.
The competition was held Wednesday outside the engineering building. Scores were based on the distance
the penny traveled and the how far from the tape measure the penny landed.
Photos By Kristopher Gainey Special to the Daily

PRESIDENT: Each side running low on patience
ready to appeal any unfavorable
ruling, possibly returning to a fedhand recounts of ballots, sending eral appeals court in Atlanta.
"We have always had to prepare
the case back for clarification.
Chast,ened justices wondered out for every contingency ... we are preloud whether the U.S. Constitution pared to file appeals and briefs,’
gives the Florida Legislature
Richard said late Thursday on CNN.
Gore narrowly won the national
rather than the court power to
populat’vbte, but the White House
iettle the presideatill dnilaute:
Even before Bsigg, ti9d a chance goes to whomever earns Florida’s
to begin his opening remarks, thief dividends and tops 270 state elecJustice Charles T. Wells interrupted toral votes.
to ask, ’Where do we get our right"
While the state justices weighed
to resolve this kind of presidential the case, the boxes of more than
impasse?
10,000 disputed ballots that Gore
"I don’t think the Constitution of wants counted were shipped to the
the United States in any way high court as evidence a routine
means that the legislature has to transfer from the trial court.
sit both as a legislative body and a
In Washington, Gore invited runjudicial body just because an elec- ning mate Joseph Lieberman to the
tion of presidential electors is vice president’s mansion to watch
involved; Boies replied.
the historic arguments on televiA half-hour later, Wells asked the sion. Later, Gore and Lieberman
same question of Bush lawyer took their wives to a movie aptly
Barry Richard, who said the high titled, ’You Can Count on Me." His
court can review the case in a ’very campaign chairman, William Daley,
limited fashion."
flew to Florida to thank Gore’s
’This is nothing more than a gar- lawyers, their job nearly done.
den variety appeal," Ftichard said.
In Austin, Texas, Bush arrived
From a political standpoint, the for work at his governor’s office just
remark was a breathtaking display as the arguments began. He didn’t
of understatement.
watch the proceedings, though he
Gore wants the justices to do was briefed afterward by James A.
nothing less than overturn the offi- Baker III, his point man in Florida.
cial results of Florida’s election,
’Well see what happens," Bush
which show &oh the victor by 537 told reporters.
votes out of 6 million cast. A trial
His advisers were keeping an eye
court judge has already refused to on the Florida Legislature, but
order recounts in Democratic-lean- denied any involvement in the speing counties, prompting the appeal. cial session. Privately, senior RepubTwo other judges in the state licans said Bush’s team was directcapital
weighed
Democratic ing intermediaries who had quietly
requests to throw out thousands of urged GOP lawmakers to intervene
absentee votes, a move that could to protect Bush’s interests.
also tip the balance to Gore. RepubHouse Speaker Tom Feeney had
licans made clear that they were said he was in contact with Bush
continued from Page 1

advisers but tried to roll back from
the comments Thursday, saying he
had talked to ’friends who worked
with the party." He seemed to complain about GOP outsiders -telling
the party folks how to run things"
in Florida, but said he had not discussed the special session with the
Bush team.
House Democratic Leader Lois
Frankel called the special Session
the "ultimate partisan act."
In the neoclassical Florida
Supreme Court chambers, lawyers
for Bush and his political ally, Secretary of State Katherine Harris,
said Gore was asking the court to
exceed its authority.
"There is not a single shred of
evidence t,o show that any voter was
denied the right to vote," Richard
said, arguing that local election
boards have wide discretion on
recount petitions
Harris attorney Joseph Klock
said the court would have to "create
a pile of law" to come down on
Gore’s side.
Justice Harry Lee Anstead questioned why Leon County Circuit
Judge N. Sanders Sauls did not
review any of the questionable ballots before ruling against Gore.
Richard said there was "no basis to
do that" unless &luta first ruled
that Gore was entitled to a recount.
Pressing Boies, Anstead questioned whether a recount would
change the election’s outcome. The
attorney ticked off recount totals
that were not certified, then practically begged the court for help.
"We have been trying to get these
ballots counted, as this court
knows, for many weeks now," Boies
said.

SENATE: Next meeting scheduled for Monday at 2 p.m.
continued from Page 1

STATE

Pitchin’
Pennies

meet at sunset to break fasts
women who are pregnant or nursing are permitted
to break the fast and compensate with an equal
number of days later in the year. If they are physically unable to do this, they must feed a needy person for every day missed, according to the IslamiCity Web site.
Ramadan is celebrated during the month that the
Quran was revealed to the prophet Muhammad,
said Faten Hijavi, vice president of the Muslim Students Association.
Despite a busy class schedule, fasting is easy,
Hijavi said.
"Since the days are really short, it’s not that hard
to restrain," she said. "When you’re fasting for a reason, it’s suddenly easier."
Hijavi said people think that fasting is hard, but
it’s really a matter of discipline.
"If you can restrain your stomach from food and
you can restrain your tongue from saying bad
things," Hijavi said, "then you can restrain your soul
and spirit to better worship your creator."
Mouline said the purpose is not only to practice
self-restraint, but to increase consciousness of God.
The fifth pillar of Islam is the pilgrimage to
Mecca.
Mouline said every Muslim must make the trip to
the holy city, located on the Western coast of the
Arabic Peninsula in Saudi Arabia, at least once in
their lifetime if they are able to do so financially
and physically.
Mecca was where Muhammad was born and is
the location of the sacred mosque, the house of worship for Muslims.
In prayer, Muslims must face the direction of
Mecca, which is 14 degrees east of north, Mouline
said.
Mouline said he usually seeks out a private, clean
place where he can pray.
"I usually always find some time when I can do
it," he said.
Although Muslim customs are practiced in private, Hijavi said people are still very curious about
the religion.
Abdussany explained why.
"The thing that interests most people is that
we’re a very diverse group, but we’re still sticking
together," he said. "That’s our way of learning generosity. In Islam, every person is a part of your family."

SAN JOSE

the resolution.
Shetty said students should have
tee, said Pam Stacks, chairwoman equal voice to faculty members. The
of the senate’s organization and committee should be "student driven," he said.
government committee.
"A rotating membership," should
A need for more expertise and
student participation was the be considered for the student seats,
rationale behind the additional he said.
Many of the administrative seats
seats, she said.
Only four of the 15 conunittee are not necessary and could be
seats are given to student represen- eliminated, Shetty added.
Sumana Shashidhar, a sophotatives.
The policy recommendation, Aca- more in biological sciencea, agreed
demic Senate resolution A.S. 1131, with Shetty.
"It would be more helpful, if all
raised several objections when
introduced. Originally sponsored by goea well, to add student seats," she
the organization and government said.
The number of student seats is "a
committee, the resolution was sent
back to committee to be revised, little meager," she said.
Shashidhar said she was very
Stacks said.
One change in the revision will supportive of the Alcohol and Drug
give the Associated Students presi- Abuse Prevention Committee in
dent the power to consult with the general.
"It would be good ba have student
university president for all student
selections, she said.For Shetty, the models," she said, "It’s not OK to get
drunk. It’s not OK to take drugs."
change came too little, too late.
Erik Dalida, a sophomore in busi"I’m trying to make sense of this,"
he aaid. ’There are some big flaws ness administration and Moulder
in this. Just look at the makeup of Hall resident said he agreed with
equal representation.
this committee."
"Students should have a say," he
Administrative groups represented on the committee include said.
Hamed Khodabalchsh, a freshUniversity housing services, health
services, intercollegiate athletics man in management information
and the Student Life Center, systems, questioned how useful
according to the latest version of administration officials would be to

the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Privention Committee.
"Administrators are always out
of the loop no matter what happens," he said.
Khodabalchsh said the committee needs more than a "statistical
analyst."
-ACADEM1(
1
WHAT:Academic Senate Meeting
WHEN: 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday.
Dec. II
WHERE: Boccudo Business Center.
Room 316.
ON THE AGENDA (PARTIAL risrisM:
A.S. 1131 Policy recommendation Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Committee Composition
(Final Reading).
A.S. 1133 Sense of the senate resolution supporting the university ’s
hosting of the 15th Annual CSU Student Research Competition
A.S. 1134 Policy recommendation establishment of an Academic
Assessment Committee (First Reading).
A.S. 1135 Sense of the Senate
Resolution Regarding safeguards
around issues of assessment.
Academic Senate Web site
kftp://virww.sisu.edu/senate

PROVOST: Last candidate speaks to faculty members
continued from Page

I

campus level.
"It’s an experience that one doesn’t get in higher education," Kenk
said. "I can see how it can be attractive."
Hample seemed to be in good
*minor, maltingjokes about the election issues currently surrounding
Florida.
"Before, when I told people that I
was coming from Tallahassee, they
would say, ’I’ve heard of it, but
where is it?’" Hample said. "Now,
when I tell people, they just laugh
loudly."
Hample was quick to determine
some of SJSU’s issues, and offered
solutions that were successful for
her in Florida.
"I lmow you are a campus that is
very concerned with how to contend
with the growth that you are experiencing and how to serve a growing
number of students," Hample said.
"You have this problem of having
too many students to serve."
A similar problem is just starting
to surface in Florida, which resulted in the system’s first recently
completed five-year plan, Hample
said.
She also addressed the problems

SJSU is having with attracting faculty members.
Hample said she recalled reading, during her research of SJSU,
that during the next five to 10 years
there should be 200 retirees who
will be replaced with faculty members whose salaries are less than
the retirees’.
Hample’s suggestion was that
the faculty members work with the
chancellor’s office to raise salaries
so they are higher than those at
other colleges. The new salary
would apply to all SJSU faculty
members and would enable them to
both live and work in this area.
"The main issue is trying to convince the other side," Hample said.
"One way to approach this would be
to work the chancellor and the
chancellor staff on the other side of
the table."
The faculty members also asked
Hample to discuss her philosophy
and experience with general education.
"I have a strong commitment to
general education," she said. "It
ought to be the core academic piece
of every student’s education."
Harnple said she believes the
classes required for general education should focus on critical think-

ing and developing intellectual
skills.
The candidate then described
some of her experience with general education as an arts and sciences
dean. Hample detailed how she collaborated with faculty members to
produce a general education plan
that fits the campus and faculty.
SJSU faculty members said they
were generally pleased with what
they heard from Hample.
"I don’t think we got the chance
to ask her enough," said Annette
Nellen of the College of Business.
"But, I think she would be good in
identifying problem areas."
Academic Senate Chairwoman
Mary Jo Gorney-Moreno said she
wa.s interested in Hample’s ability
to address important issues.
"I was very impressed with her
ability to conceptualize new solutions to the general education problem," she said. "I thought her solution of working through the chancellor’s office was a very novel
approach."
Both Nellen and Gorney-Moreno
said it will be difficult to choose the
provost candidate.
"We’ve seen some very good candidates," Gorney-Moreno said. "Ifs
going to be a tough choice "
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SJSU judo to challenge world

SPARTAN
o UTLOOK

By Tiffani Analla

A’Arona said. "We’ll do our best.
It’s tough because I have to take
my finals earlier than everyone
else."
Williams said he has high
hopes on A’Arona’s chances to
earn a medal in Spain.
"He’s looking good right now,"
Williams said. "I just wish it
(World University Championship) wasn’t held during
finals."
The third judo member competing in the international competition, Sugiura, said she wants
a gold medal. because she said

DAILY STAFF WRITER

Men’s basketball

Spartan blue and gold will be
represented at the World University Championships in Malaga,
Spain, Dec. 14 to Dec. 17, as
three members of San Jose State
University’s judo team, Christian A’Arona, Tetsu Okano and
Shana Sugiura will compete for
medals and respect.
"I’m feeling pretty damn confident," judo assistant coach Dave
Williams said. "I’m going in with
the mentality of, ’we’re out for
respect."’
Okano, who has been a member of the SJSU judo team for
five years, competed for the
Junior National team last year,
and said he is excited to be competing in Spain this year.
"This semester has been
tough for me. It’s tough to focus
on judo and school at the same
time," Okano said. "It’s going to
be tough, but I am hoping to
place."
Williams said he expects
Okano to compete at a high level.
"Tetsu is an awesome fighter,
he’s very dynamic," Williams
said. "He drops some of the
world’s best with a beautiful
technique."
A’Arona, a fourth-year judo
member, finished fifth in the
World University Games last
year and placed first in the 1999
and 2000 Collegiate Nationals.
The Hawaii native said he
agreed with Tetsu when he said
that juggling school and judo has
been a difficult task.
He also hopes to place at the
competition.
"rm determined to do better,"

7:30 p.m. Saturday vs.
Pepperdine in Malibu, Calif.
7:30 p.m. Dec. 16 vs. University of Pacific at Event Center
7:05 p.m. Dec. 20 at.
Sacramento State
7:30 p.m. Dec. 22 vs. UC
Santa Cruz at Event Center

Iklomen’s basketball
W 7:30 p.m. Tuesday vs.
Montana State at Event Center
7:30 p.m. Dec. 21 vs. Cal
State Fullerton at the Event
Center

Women’s gymnastics
3 p.m. Saturday at Super
Spartan Spectacular at Spartan Gym

Women’s

diving

TBA Saturday and Sunday
at SLAC Invitational in Salt
Lake City, Utah
tally
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EDITOR’S
NOTE:
To keep up with Spartan
Sports during the winter
break, check out
www.sjsuspartans.com
for the latest on
Spartan Athletics,
including schedules,
box scores and
highlights.

"I’m feeling pretty damn confident. I’m going in
with the mentality
of, ’we’re out for
respect."’
Dave Williams,
judo assistant coach
each member must pay for their
own expenses.
"Every time you go to travel,
you go to win," said the Colorado
native. "I’ve never gone overseas
for international competition."
Sugiura finished second in
this year’s Collegiate Nationals.
"I think she can surprise a
whole lot of people in the world,"
Williams said.
Jordan Hambleton, who was
also selected to compete, will not
be able to make the trip to Spain
because of issues with travel
expenses, Williams said.

MISSED THE SCORE?
OR WANT TO READ IT AGAIN?

WWW.SPARTANDAILY.ORG
Sebastian Widmann Daily Staff

Tetsu Okano attempts to throw

Chrisitian
A’Arona during their daily judo practice. Okano
and A’Arona are both members of the San Jose

State University judo team and were selected to
compete in the judo World University Championships in Malaga, Spain.

Super Mario to play hockey again
Maybe time the hall of famer pulls down
PITTSBURGH (AP)
only Mario Lemieux, already the his retired No. 66 from Mellon
king of comebacks, could pull this Arena’s rafters and wears it again,
if only because he will be the first
off
Lemieux, who came back from in the modern era to own a major
cancer and a one-year layoff from pro sports team and play for it at
back pain to be hockey’s dominant the same time.
Lemieux, 35, must relinquish
player before retiring at age 31 in
1997, will return to the Pittsburgh his spot on the NHUs Board of
&Penguins in a one-of-a-kind role: Governors and probably will disassociate himself from most of the
player-owner.
The news of Lemieux’s come- team’s day-t,o-day business affairs,
back, which the Penguins will offi- but can remain as owner.
The NHL board must approve
cially announce Friday, sent shock
waves through the Pittsburgh such an arrangement but, given
dressing room Thursday It also is the chance to sell tickets for
a huge publicity jolt for the Lemieux’s comeback tour, it’s
National Hockey League, which doubtful any NHL owner would
has struggled since the retire- seriously fight his return.
And look at it this way: What
ments of Lemieux and Wayne
Gretzky to find a marketable other owner could lure Mario
Lemieux out of retirement and
superstar.
Lemieux’s return to the ice pay him only minimum wage? Of
probably won’t occur until the end course, no other owner could get a
he needs about huge boost at the box office by putof the month
three weeks of hard, physical ting himself in uniform, either.
"I came in today and I heard a
work in practice to get into game
but it will be hockey’s scream from the back room," said
shape
equivalent to Michael Jordan Jaromir Jagr, who replaced
leaving the owner’s box and put- Lemieux as the Penguins’ leader
and hockey’s dominant scorer.
ting on a jersey again.
"They were saying on the radio
Super Mario, indeed.
"This is a day in history. It’s a that Mario might come back. I
total shock," defenseman Bob think a lot of guys are really
Boughner said. "It’s huge for a lot happy. Now they’re going to get to
of us who have never played with play with a legend."
Jagr learned of Lemieux’s
Mario. I know rm looking forward
to being part of history in the planned comeback 10 days ago,
but didn’t tell his teammates.
making."
"He mentioned there was a posHistory will be made the first

sibility he was going to come back.
and I believed him," said Jagr, a
teammate of Lemieux on the
Stanley Cup-winning teams in
1991 and 199’2. "He said he’s got a
feeling this is a pretty good team,
and he feels like he can help the
team."
If Lemieux can play at anywhere near his previous level
and many hockey historians consider the six-time NHL scoring
champion to be the most gifted
player ever he would instantly
elevate the Penguins to a prime
contender for the Stanley Cup.
They reached the second round
of the playoffs without him the
last two seasons, and are 13-10-3
and in second place in the Atlantic
Division going into Saturday’s
game at Toronto.
"He believes with a little luck,
we can do some things this year,"
Jagr said. "He is pretty confident
about this team and confident
that he can help the team to go to
where all of us want to go."
Lemieux may have had another
reason to return. He has told
friends his 6-year-old son, Austin,
who already is skating, has asked
why he doesn’t play anymore.
As private as ever, he began his
secretive comeback about a month
ago. So as not to draw attention,
he started skating not at the
team’s practice rink but at one
managed by former Penguins
coach Kevin Constantine, who was

fired by L,emieux and general
manager Craig Patrick a year ago.
Assistant coach Joe Mullen, a
longtime Lemieux teammate and
fellow Hall of Famer, became suspicious when he noticed Lemieux
losing weight. However, rookie
coach Ivan Hlinka, who will be in
the unique role of coaching his
boss, said he had no clue.
"He looks to be in great shape,"
Mullen said. "If Mario comes back.
he’s going to throw himself totally
into it. With his concentration and
slcill level, if he’s going to do this.
he’s going to do it all the way."
Still, the question persists: Can
the man whose very name translates into "The Greatest" in
French be hockey’s greatest player
again, or at least a reasonable facsimile?
Jagr said, "I know one thing.
he’s not coming back to be a stiff
He’s coming back to be the best."
However, Jagr, whose own scoring is down considerably this season, warned Lemieux it is tougher
than ever for scorers to locate open
ice and operate with the puck. It
was the clutching, grabbing and
holding that less-talented players
used to neutralize stars that
helped drive Lemieux from the
league in 1997.
"The league is tougher and
tougher, the guys are getting bigger and stronger, it’s not going to
be easy and he knows that," Jagr
said. "Every game is tough."
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Spartans shoot down Thunderbirds
D.S. Perez
DAIL)

SEsluit STAFF WRITER

Thursday night’s 75-60 victory against Southern Utah was a
world of difference for the Spartan women’s basketball team.
The team has played two
games in two days and won both
contests. But the way the Spartans performed and won was different Thursday, when compared
to the game San Jose State University played Wednesday.
Thursday’s Score

Southern Utah

60

Spoitons

75
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For starters, the Spartans (52) managed to blow out Southern
Utah (3-6) at the Event Center.
On Wednesday, the Spartans
edged San Diego State University, 59-54.
Another difference was the
shooting of Spartan Atari Parker, who rebounded from a
hideous performance the night
before. Against SDSU, the junior
guard was 3-of-15 from the field,
scoring only eight points for the
night, short of her 18 points-pergame average.
Against the Thunderbirds,
Parker made up for her slump,

scoring 27 points and pulling
down nine rebounds.
"I stunk the last game," Parker said. ’Tonight, everything was
different."
Parker revved up her offensive engine quickly, nailing a
three-point shot, a jumper and a
foul shot in the first two minutes.

"Yesterday, the
ball didn’t fall our
way. Today, the
ball did fall our
way. We took
advantage of
that."
Atari Parker,
j tin ior guard
Trading baskets early produced a tie at 11, but the Spartans broke out and took the lead
for good. The Thunderbirds
would close the game to 26-25
midway through the first half
and 52-50 in the second, but the
Spartans would manage to spurt
ahead.
Spartan head coach Janice
Richard said the team still has
trouble playing a full 40 min-

utes, but the team managed to
pull away when they had to.
Of Parker, Richard said the
junior guard shut herself down
the day before, and she was on
track Thursday against Southern Utah.
Parker credited her improvement on having more focus and
energy for the contest against
Southern Utah, and said her
teammates felt the same.
Indeed. The Spartans’ shooting improved upon a woeful 32
percent against the Aztecs, by
shooting 41.8 percent from the
field Thursday.
"Yesterday, the ball didn’t fall
our way," Parker said. "Today, the
ball did fall our way. We took
advantage of that."
The Spartans got double-digit
scoring from junior guard Danada Smith, who scored 18 points,
and freshman guard Cricket
Williams, who had 15.
Sarah Mortensen and Erin
Kelly led the Thunderbirds with
15 points apiece.
The Spartans managed to cut
down the shots of Utah in the
second half, as the Thunderbirds
shot 51.9 percent in the first
half, but then only made 28 percent in the final 20 minutes.
SJSU improved on rebounds
in the second half, as SJSU was
out-rebounded 20-13 in the first
but finished the game with 42
rebounds compared to the Thunderbirds’ 32.

College football awards announced
LAICE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
(AP) Purdue quarterback Drew
Brees was a big winner in the college football awards show Thursday night, receiving the Maxwell
Award as the nation’s best allaround player.
Brees passed for 3,393 yards
and 24 touchdowns in leading the
Boilermakers (8-3) to their first
Rose Bowl berth in 34 years.
The Big Ten career passing
leader edged Florida State’s Chris
Weinke and Oklahoma’s Josh
Heupel in voting by Division I-A
coaches, the Football Writers
Association of America and’ ’Jinnibers of the Philadelphia-basecl,
Maxwell Football Club.
"It’s a very, very big surprise,"
Brees said. "Coming here, I said I
was going to have a good time and
cherish the moment. It means a
lot. I’m going to take it home and
share with my teammates. They
deserve it."
"It takes you back. It’s been a
great year. As for the award, just
being nominated is a great honor.
I said today, if I don’t win it, it’s
not a problem. I’m just blessed
with the opportunity to be here."
Brees led the nation in total
offense with 358.2 yards a game,
threw more touchdown passes
than Heupel, and his rating of one
interception every 39.42 passes
ranks ahead of Heupel and
Weinke. Brees also ran for 546
yards and five TDs.
Although Brees is a Heisman
Trophy finalist, Heupel and

Weinke are the favorites to win
college football’s top individual
prize when it is awarded Saturday night in New York.
In other awards, Texas Christian’s LaDainian Tomlinson won
the Doak Walker Award as the
top running back; Tennessee
defensive lineman John Henderson won the Outland Trophy as
the best interior lineman; and
Weinke took the Davey O’Brien
Award as the top quarterback.
Tomlinson led the nation in
the
rushing with 2,158 yards
fourth-best single-season rushing
total in DMsion I-A history
,and scored 22 touchdowns. The
senior edged a pair of Big Ten
Northwestern’s Damien
backs
Anderson and Michigan’s Anthony Thomas.
"I went in anxious with anticipation," Tomlinson said. "I kind of
went from, ’Yes I deserve it’ to ’I
don’t know.’
"The thing is, I knew I was the
favorite during the offseason. I
was fourth last year and all
(three) seniors graduated. So I
knew I was the favorite and I didn’t think I did anything to change
it, but you never know."
Henderson, a 6-foot-7, 290pound junior, was selected over
Texas’ Leonard Davili and
Nebraska’s Dominic Raiola.
Henderson said he would stay
for his senior year at Tennessee,
ending speculation that he would
leave early for the NFL.
"I felt it was the right time to

come out with it and get it off my
chest," Henderson said. "I wanted
to get it over with and get ready
for the bowl game.
"I’m going to go out next year
and work to get better. I luiow I
can get better in a lot of areas,
and hopefully help this team go
out and win a championship."
The 28-year-old Weinke threw
in the
for 4,167 yards tops
and had 33 touchdowns
nation
and 11 interceptions. Brees and
Heupel were the other O’Brien
Award finalists.
"I don’t think I could have written it any better for my senior
year," Weinke said. "I came back
because I love to play the game.
That’s the bottom line. I don’t care
if I was 21 or 31, I was coming
back for my senior year.
"The guys that play this game
really love this game and that’s
over looked sometimes. This has
been the most enjoyable year for
me. Not because of the things I’ve
accomplished, but because I’ve
enjoyed every day of practice,
every game."
Other winners were: Pittsburgh wide receiver Antonio
Bryant, Biletnikoff Award; Wisconsin punter Kevin Stemke, Ray
Guy Award; Wisconsin cornerback Jamar Fletcher, Jim Thorpe
Award; Miami linebacker Dan
Morgan, Bednarik Award.
In a previously announced
award, Cincinnati’s Jonathan
Ruffin won the Groza Award as
the nation’s top kicker.

Tsutomu Fujila I ’ally Staff
defeated Southern Utah,
Spartan fresiiinan forward Tatiana Taylor‘(21) defender. The Spartans
the Event Center.
at
night
muscles a shot over a Southern Utah University- 75-60, Thursday

If you are
what you cat,
hy not cut
back on fat?
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Bring in this coupon for

10%
str, EXTRA
silo
CASH
9-6
Wed. December 13
9-6
Thurs. December 14
9-5
Fri. December 15
10-4
Sat. December 16
9-6
Mon. December 18
9-6
19
December
Tue.

1 Thick carpet
5 Jockey
Cordero Jr
10 Rope fiber
14 Singer Horne
15 "Klute" star
16 Sandwich
cookie
17 Clumsy boats
18 Cook slowly
19 Speech problem
20 Forceful
22 Overused
expression
24 NATO relative
25 Loafer, e.g.
26 Red, to a poet
29 Female feline
33 Perch
34 Smile
36 Hood’s weapon
37 Hit
38 Tine
39 Blended
whiskey
40 Single
41 Taxicab
42 Not those
44 Massive tree
47 Speaker
48 Teen woe
49 Wages
50 Light
53 Pouched animal
58 Debatable
59 Claw
61 Unlocked
62 Pen of a
window
63 Silly
64 Had on
65 Winter toy
66 Walking sticks
67 Ski -resort’s
need

DOWN

1 Czech. e g
2 Roll -call answer

Offer good on all texts sold
December 13th - 19th 2000
STORE HOURS
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Not good with any other offer
Additional coupons available at
www.RobertsBookstore.com
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330 South 10th St. Across from Allen Hall
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3 Egyptian
symbol
4 Vaporous
5 Once more
6 Midday
7 Tiny insect
8 McMahon and
Asner
9 Securing. as a
gate
10 More sacred
11 Idle or
Dickerson
12 Screen matenal
13 Vatican head
21 Ship’s pole
23 Captain’s
journal
25 Reek
26 Shady spot
27 Debby or
Daniel
28 Bounded
along
30 Heron
3 Au honty
32 Guide

34 Mark papers
35 Legendary bird
38 Representing
speech sounds
42 Pitfall
43 Fodder -storage
areas
45 Did a
restaurant lob
46 Mo for most
Libras
47 Hazards a
guess
50 Mischief
makers
51 Hockey
score
52 Zero
53 Highlands
group
54 Sharpen
55 "Once a
time"
56 Roman ruler
57 Was aware of
60 Med -workers’
org.
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Fxx: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
Of services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
Great On -Campus Jobl
DELIVERY PERSON
Spring Semester 2001
The Spartan Daily is accepting
applications for the position of
delivery person. Work mornings
from 7am-9am, delivenng the
Spartan Daily to news stands on
campus. Must have a Cal. lic.
Apply at the Spartan Daily,
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203. For
info, call Kathy at 924-3277.
NOW HIRING
FRIENDLY PEOPLE
Spartan Bookstore is now hiring
employees for spring semester.
Part-time & temporary positions
are available starting in early
January
Apply in person or online at
www.spartanshops.com
ILLOW STREET PIZZA
Hinng Servers/Bar/Host
at Money, Fun Atmosphere
1072 Willow Street 971-7080

C

ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
SEMESTER BREAK WORK
Apply now, start after Xmas.
Work P/T or F/T in January,
can continue P/T next semester.
Flexible hours
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 base - appt.
Customer salestenace posiborts
No experience necessary
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Call 615-1500
VECTOR
wwwworkforstudents com/sisu

CLEANROOM & LABORATORY
OFFICE ASSISTANT
MICRO -CLEANER POSITION Small office, phones, light
serving the Pharmaceutical and computer. reservations. good
Electronics Industries in San phone skills. flexible hours
Jose area Part-time positions
(408) 292-7876
avail 15* hrsiwk Some physical
work Start $8-$10 an hour with
DOORMAN NEEDED
oppty for advancement Eves 8 Mature Minded & Diplomatic
weekends Ideal lob for college
2 / 3 nights per week
students Call Scott 510-818-1112
Apply in person
Britannia Arms
ARE YOU IN NEED OF SOME 5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose
EXTRA CASH FOR THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON?
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
Well, local valet company is needed to review tax returns &
looking for enthusiastic individ- perform other clerical duties
uals to work this holiday sea- No experience req. Will train
son at hotel & private events. Possible full-time position
We will even work around Compensation depends on
your busy school schedule. classes completed and work
& F/T positions available experience. Call 408-879-9181
today. Call 408-867-7275.
or email eawizardOaol.com.

OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
now hinng for part time
positions We offer:
Flexible schedules, day or
evening. a great environment
with excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We have our own
training program!!
We are looking for neat, bnght,
& energetic people in the
following areas. Food server
(21 or older please). Hostess.
Busser, & Kitchen help
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm, Mon thru Fri
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose

ACUFACTS SECURITY Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T.
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Josie at 408-286-5880.
www.acufactscom
DEUVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.

EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE
32 year old investment firm
G.ANG PREVENTION after school seeking marketing representaat -risk girls program coord. tives for our call center located
PT, 8 - 25 hours/wk. AA/EOE.
1 block from SJSU. Position
Call 408-287-4170 ext. 251 or does not require experience.
fax resume 408-287-8025, Attn:
Qualificatons:
*Superior communication skills
W. Smith.
Desire to learn &
DRIVERS
excel in business
Part Time and Full Time
*Extremely reliable
Flexible Schedules Available
Aggressive & Competitive
For All Experience Levels
*Seeking high unlimited income
Purpletie.com is revolutionizing
Starting income potential of
the dry cleaning industry! We $25450 per hour. Full & Part
are seeking individuals for on time shifts available. For
time pick-up and delivery of cus- telephone interview please call
tomer dry cleaning foods. You
408-295-4810
must be at least 21 years old
with a clean driving record, have THE GAP at Valley Fair mall is
excellent customer service and now hiring for PT, FT, & seasonal
the ability to lift up to 50 pounds. positions.
No
experience
We offer medical and dental needed!! For info call Carlos
benefits, Pre-IPO Stock options 246-3582 or apply in person.
and $12-$1 7 an hour depending on experience. Training is DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
available to qualified candiates. teens & adults. Company car &
To apply, email your resume to training provided. No expedence
jobsOpurpletie.com or fax it to necessary. Over 18, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
925-467-0676. EOE.
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
www.purpletie.com

LEADERSHIP NEEDED: Eam
$1495+ this holday season working part time. Great opportunity to
expand resume and increase
knowledge of communications
field (no telemarkebng). Limited EARN $5 PROMOTING Artists
availability. Call: (877) 907-9649 like Nine Inch Nails, Fiona Apple,
code 052, today.
Bush, Static X & the Crystal
Method. No experience necessary.
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT, Visit www.noizepolution.com to
STUDENT UNION: Must have fill out an application, then call
basic understanding of carpentry, Travis @I 800-996-1816.
plumbing, electrical work and be
mechanically inclined. some DIRECTOR FOR KIDSPARK,
knowledge of power and hand a quality recreation program
tools is desirable. Must be able serving
2-12
year
olds.
to lift 50 lbs and be safety con- Responsibilities include proscious. Duties include: carpentry, gram implementation, daily
plumbing, electrical and metal operations & staff development.
work. Training wage starts at Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
$8.60 - $10.00, depending on meet State of CA Title 22
experience. Apply at the Student Regulations. Flexible schedule
Union Administration Office or days, eves, weekends. Team
call 924-6310.
environment. Benefits avail. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
STOCKPERSON WANTED for kidspark kidspark-centers .com
shoe warehouse. 10-20 hrs/wk. or call for interview 408-260-7929.
Flexible hours. Will train. Call
Sue or Kourtney, 408-947-8771. COMPUTER RETAIL STORE
Fast growing computer retailer
RECEPTIONIST - Part-Time seeking good people. Fun
for Downtown San Jose CPA environment, casual dress
firm. Please fax resume to code, & flexible hours. Seeking
408-298-7666
Store Manager & Cashiers.
Please fax resume to (408)
WAITPERSON NEEDED
327-0113
Software & Stuff.
Evening & Weekend Shifts Avail wwwsoftwareandstuff.com
Salary + Tips + Meals
Apply in person
RECEPTIONIST
Britannia Arms
for upscale Saratoga Spa
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose Heavy phones. scheduling, some
retail Exceptional customer servPIZZ’A CHICAGO Now Hiring, ice skills required. Competitive
Full or Part Time Waiter/Wartress pay, benefits and 50% spa
& Delivery Driver (need own discount.
Flexible schedule
vehicle) Flexible schedule. No PT/FT Also hinng for licensed
experience necessary. Apply in Manicurist and Esthetician.
person. 2pm - 5pm. Mon - Fri Harmon* European Day Spa.
Pizz’a Chicago
Fax 408-741-4901
155 W. San Fernando, corner
Sara 408-868-0149
of San Fernando & San Pedro.
WVAV eharmorae.com

SECURITY
Flexible WorkSchedule
VVe train. Student Fnendly sites.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
408-247-4827

ASSIFIED

CIVIL ENGINEERING
INTERNS WANTED
City of Campbell needs Civil
Engr’ng interns to assist
with design review of land
development projects. $12/hr
10 to 20 hrs/wk flexible.
For more info see
vetvw.cicampbell.ca.us or
call 408-866-2150.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime. Flexible hours
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose
Inner City Express
22 W Saint John St San Jose
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
Your intelligence is much more
important than your experience
Ideal for students 15-20 hours
per week Flexible hours dunng
finals 8 breaks Scheduling
changes to fit new semester
Call 408-292-5400 or apply 1830
The Alameda. San Jose, M -F, 8-4

CLUB X-TREME NOW HIRING
Barbacks, Experienced Security
& Front Door ID Person. 175 N.
San Pedro St dovmtown San
Jose. 408-298-9283, Iv msg or
apply Thur. Fn. Sat. 8pm-9pm. PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
EARN EXTRA CASH S
a non-profit agency which offers
Up to $600/month
a variety of quality services for
Become a Sperm Donor
individuals who have developHealthy males, 19-40 years old mental disabilities, has P/T &
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty F/T employment opportunities
Contact California Cryobank
If you are interested in hang
1-650-324-1900. M-F. 8-4.30 with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent
$1500 weekly potential mailing or assisting someone during the
our circulars. Free information week with daily living skills such
Call 202-452-5901
as grocery shopping (S10/hr)
call Debbie at 408/282-0493.
If you would like information
about the FT. benefitted post Certain advertisements In
bons of lob coach and instructor
these columns may refer the
(day activity or work activity)
reader to specific telephone
or PT substitute positions in
numbers or addresses for
various programs ($9/hr) call
Information.
addltIonI
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
We have flexibility to work
these further contacts. they
around a student schedule for
should require complete
the
PT
work & are located close
informetion before sending
to SJSU FT positions come
money tor goods or services
excellent
benefits This is a
with
in addition. readers should
good opportunity to get practical
carefully investigate all firms
listings
expenence in the field & work
offering employment
cr coupon for discount
with a great group of clients &
vacitIons Of merchand I se.
staff All malors welcome

WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
BE AN EGG DONOR
Family Fertility Center
is seeking bright, responsible,
non-smolqng women ages 21-30
with good medical history.
Generous compensation.
1-800-939-6886
Superior Court Of California
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
Full Time Positions:
LEGAL PROCESS CLERK N
Receives, examines & processes
a vanety of documents for conformance to legal requirements, form
and sufficiency of information;
assists the public, Courts & other
agencies. interfacing over the
phone. in person & via the courts
website: receives & accounts for
tees, deposits & issues receipts:
schedules Court aparances &
heanngs: maintains
urt records,
files and exhibits Performs other
related duties as required.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS An educational level equivalent to
a high school diploma or GED and
at least two years ot work experience performing a wide variety of
general clerical sssignments. Two
years of college may be substituted for one year of general work
experience BA or BS may be
substituted for the hvo years
of general work experience.
SALARY - $2686_84-$3232.32,
Actual Monthly / $2942.22$3542.25 Effective Monthly’.
APPLICATION FIEQURIEMENTS Candidates are required to submit
a completed employment application. Application forms may
be obtained by calling the
Human Resources Division at
408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or
email to Ilarnpagne scicosd.us
or they may be prated up at
Human Resources. Supenor Court
Administration. 111 W. St. John St.
Suite 100, San Jose. CA 95113.
SUPERIOR
COURTROOM CLERK
Attends Superior Court Trials,
heanngs sentenang calendars:
takes minutes of court actions &
proceedings, records rulings
and orders. conducts impanelment of juries, records luror
excuses. attendance and challenges & provides such records to
the Jury commissioner. administers oaths. accepts. marks &
records exhibrts, schedules special heanngs
maintains the
Court calendar. performs other
related duties as required.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS Two years of college credits
and/or a minimum of two years
of legal secretanal work or legal
clerical work A paralegal certificate is desirable. Submission
to a background investigation
upon conditional offer of
employment is required
SALARY - $3551 95-$4290 52
Actual Monthly / $3893.84S4706 27 Effective Monthly’.
APPUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Candidates are required to submit a completed employment
application Application forms
may be obtained by calling the
Human Resources Division at
408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or
email to mintier Osctoo scl us or
they may be picked up at Human
Resources. Superior Court
Admmistrabon. 111 W St. John St
Suite 100. San Jose. CA 95113
BENEFITS - The Court offers a
benefits package that Includes
insurance, a choice of health
& dental plans. viston plan, paid
holidays, sick leave 8 retirement plan ’The Effective wage
includes the employer contnbubon to the Public Employees
retirement system The Supenor
Court is an Equal Opportunity /
Affirmative Action Employer
COUNSELORS NEEDED for
boys/girls group home facilities
working with at-nsk youth PT
hours available on weekends
(Saturday & Sunday) and evening
shifts This position is highly
recommended for those interested in juvenile Criminal
Justice. Sociology, Social work
and Psychology. Paid training
provided, must be 21 & have 60
completed units $9 00-$10.00
per hr, DOE Fax resumes 408281-4288 or call 408-281-4268
for appointment
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Valet parking attendants needed.
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and hardworking
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT. weekdays &
weekends available We will
work around school schedule.
Lots of fun & eam $8 $15/hr.
Call (408) 867-7275

CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop
Needs Leaders - We Train
1-10 hours per week. Reliable
transportation needed. Good
Pay. Must have experience
working with children. Call Carol
408-265-5096. Fax resumes to
408-265-8342

TUTOR WANTED for my 6 year
old son with aubsm Must love
kids & be energetic No experience needed Training will
be provided. Education or
Psychology related majors
preferred. High pay. For more
info call Yih at 408-544-5732 or
email yhjung pacbell net

SALES/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Immediate openings avertable
Flexibility around your schedule
is possible. Must have strong
computer skills and an excellent
telephone personality. Apply at
Almaden Valley Athletic Club.
RECREATION LEADERS
5400 Camden Ave SJ, 95124.
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Please Call (408) 445-4917. Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
VALET PARKERS - Parttime, Schools
and
get
great
evenings & weekends in Los experience WORKING WITH
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
neat in appearance with good before & after school rec prograrn.
customer service skills. Must be SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
able to dnve a 5 speed and offers competitive pay, benefits
have a valid CDL. Immediate for 30+ hrs, excellent training,
opening & flexible schedules and a fun work environment.
available. Eam $7-$8/hr. + tips. Hours flexible around school.
Please call 408-364-0240. Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Golden Gate Valet
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
For Part -Time and
Need some units in ECE. or
Full -Time Positions, call Rec. (art, music, dance). Phys.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL Ed., Human Services. Social
Fast placement, no fees
Welfare (nursing psychology,
Office jobs in local companies sociology, home economics)
Students/grads/career change Elam Ed, Rec, Psych, Soc,
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Phys Ed, Nursing, etc.
Santa Clara to San Mateo
Phone: (650) 325-1133
UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Fun Environment. Full-time &
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com Part-time. Flexible hours. No
experience necessary. Close to
CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for SJSU. No experience necesServers, Bussers, Runners sary. Will train. Call Central
*Hosts & *Bartenders.
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34.
Applications accepted between
2pm-4pm. Valley Fair Mall.
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader, $11.37 hour starting.
TEACHING AIDS NEEDED for Rewarding job for someone
3 year old PDD child in S. San who enjoys working with youth.
Jose, No experience necessary, Here’s your opportunity to make
will train. Work at least 4 hrs/wk. a difference in a child’s life.
Start $12-$1 5/hr. Please call Seeking candidates wAeaderJoe or Helen 226-9465.
ship, organization and problem
solving skills to implement excitFAST CASH! Fun food svc jobs ing after school programs.
$11 -$15/hr. Exp a * but not req Hours are M -F afternoons and
Flex Hrs’ Call now 408-292-6579. Sat. mornings. Candidates must
have a high school diploma or
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ equiv. & pass a background
area. Clerical. Technical, Full check before starting their
Time Call Minh 408-942-8866 or work
assignment. For more
email resurnesOhrproorrine.com
information contact the Hiring
Unit at 979-7826 or download
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/
help needed for small exclusive at
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. hum_res/jobs/rl.htm.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
UFEGUARDS & SWIM
do physical work. Prefer exp
Instructors Needed
working w/ dogs. but will train.
We will train.
Great poly for dog lover. Can
Call YMCA @ 370-1877x18.
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm, canng teachers for yearWOMEN Of All Races Needed round swimming lessons in our
BE AN EGG DONOR! 54000. brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center facility. Expenence a plus No
is seeking bnght, responsible, experience? We will train you.
non-smoking women ages 21- Choose your hours - as few as 4
30 with good medical history. or as many as 40 hours/week
1-800-734-2015 or
Morning, afternoon, evening &
www.SFfertility.com
Saturday positions available
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR - We
Club,
5400 Camden Ave., SJ are looking for students to teach
driving full/part time. Will train. (408) 445-4913.
Must be 21 $11 00/hr to start. SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach
RECEPTIONIST. part time mom- Department is hiring Youth
ings. weekends Call 363-4182 Group Leaders & Program Site
Supervisors PT & FT with
excellent benefits Flexible & fun
environment’ Please call Missy
at (408) 370-1877 ext 14

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc,

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

HEAD GUARD, HT 30+ hours,
needed to lead aquatic staff of
20 Duties include teaching lifeguard classes. scheduling. &
supervision Expenence as a
lifeguard is required Near
SJSU Please call Central YMCA
at 298-1717 x 34 for more info
PART TIME TUTORS for ESL
Classes at a language center in
sunnyvale Starting wage is $12
per hour No expenence necessary. Will train Call Lisa at 408530-0563 or Fax 408-530-0578
TEACHING AIDS NEEDED for WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
AND
3 year old PDD child in S. San
LOVE CHILDREN??
Jose. No experience necessary,
TOP PAY/
will train Work at least 4 hrs/wk
Immediate perm/temp posihons
Start $12-$15/hr Please call
as Teachers or Assistants at
Joe or Helen 226-9465
ECE & After School Programs,
(408) 287-3222
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. or
HS subjects Eam $15-$20/hr
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
Jack Or Joan (408) 227-6685
P/T Instructors Elem Schools
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr Hi Degree/Credenttal NOT Required
& HS, AP & Honors geometry. Opportunity for teaching exp
math, Spanish, etc Mon thru Fri Need Car VM (408) 287-4170
3pm-8pm $1,000/mo in cash ext 408 EOE/AAE
Call Ms Scott (408) 255-5247
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work Spec Ed & Regular Class,
w/ children w/ autism competi- $9 53-13 53/hr Saratoga School
tive pay, flex hrs Psy. Ed. OT, Dist Call 867-3424 x504 for into
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields & application Immediate Need
Anpee 408-945-2336, mention ad
NEED PROFESSORS, CHEJA &
CALCULUS MAJOR URGENTLY
Thorough knowledge to tutor a
HS Student on AP Chemistry 8
AP Calculus BC $20-$25/hr
Kim (408) 272-0476 / 772-0722

EMPLOYMENT
EducatiorVschools

DAILY CLASSIFIED -

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler. 8 Preschool Teachers
and Aides. F/T & P/T positrons
avertable Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions
but not required for Aide positions Excellent oppportunity for
Child Development majors.
Flease call Cathy for interview
at 244-1968 or fax resume to
248-7350.
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, & Aides
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of
Santa Clara Valley is hiring
Center Directors, Assistant
Directors, Teachers, Aides. and
Elementary After -School Recreation Leaders for our Preschool
& Child Care Centers throughout
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
Clara. Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas &
F3erryessa Full & Part-Time positions available - hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE.
Educ. Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Ed 8/or other related fields. For
more Information 8 locations.
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org
www.sanjoseymca.org

7

PHN: 408-924-3277

TEACHERS
CDICDC offers FT. PT & split
shifts with flexible hours.
Positions available working with
children in accreditied. child
development program with
an excellent environment.
Qualifications. 6-12 uits in Child
Dev/ECE (related units accepted),
experience *welcome Benefits
for FT & PT including Med/Den,
paid training, vacabon. sick brne,
childcare discount. employee
referral program and through
September CDUCDC is offering a HIRING BONUS for fully
qualified teachers! $10 50$15.50/hr, salary range depends
on experience & education.
EOE. Call (408) 371-9900 or
our 24 hour job hotline at
1-888-9-CDICDC.
FUN, HANDS-ON after-school
Science Program. Looking for
Instructors. PT, flexible hours.
Mad Science - (408) 262-5437

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
Local Agency - $14-$18/hour.
Best jobs for top applicants!
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
www.spnannies.com

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Terrn Papers,
Resumes. Group Projects. etc.
All formats, specializing APA
Mictornini tape transcription.
Fax. Experienced, dependable
quick return.Call Linda
408-264-4504

RENTAL HOUSING
Looking For A Place To Live?
www.housingl 01 .net
Your move off campus!

CAPAPUS CLUBS
FREDDIES IS LOCATED
at S 11th St & San Carlos St

SHARED HOUSING
FREE ROOM/BOARD Salary
in exchange for tending to
needs of disabled F adult. in
Los Gatos. Call 408-356-6265
ROOM IN CHARMING two
story home located in east San
Jose foothills. on the 64 bus
line. College females only $600
a month + $300 deposit
Utilities. phone, cable & DSL
included Call 408-258-9450

GOOD WITH KIDS? Seeking
fun nanny to start ASAP. 3-4
days/week. flex days/hours, for
ADDR.COM
2 lovable boys (18 mos & 4 yrs).
Salary commens. w/ experience Leading Web Hosting and Web
Design Company
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring & refs. Pt call Cynci 408-371-1459.
Immediate Account Activation
Preschool and School Age
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
Sales Oaddr com
with excellent benefits Flexible is a nanny placement agency
looking
for
students
who
want
to
& fun environment! Please call
www.sjspirit.org
be a nanny. We have many
Tina CP 370-1877 x 29.
Spiritual Education &
types of positions available.
Part-time or full-time afternoon Counseling for Young Adults
DAYCARE TEACHERS
K-8 school seeks responsible positions, $15-$20/hour. *2-3
individuals for extended day- full days per week, $300-$500/
care, P/T in the afternoon. No week Full-time positions off
ECE units required. Previous by 5 pm. Up to $3500/month.
FREDDIES IS LOCATED
expenence with children pre- South Bay, Peninsula, & East at S 11th St & San Carlos St
ferred. Please call 244-1968 x 16 Bay. NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
GUARANTEED
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a 408-558-9900 www.tandcr.com "organ" enlargement & device
quality recreahon program servavailable at Freddies
ing 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities. FLEX HOURS, days,
eves, weekends. PT/FT. Team HAVE COMPUTER? WORK
YOUR PERSONALITY
environment. Benefits available. ONLINEI Eam $500 to $7000 a
determines your happiness
ECE units preferred
FAX mo. PT/FT. English Bilingual
resume to 408-260-7366. Email also needed. Full Training Know why/ Call 1-800-293-6463
408-882-5007
for your free personality test
kidspark Okidspark-centers.com.
www livelifeyoulove.com
or call for interview 408-260-7929.
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is
For info
year Save 30. 60.
looking for talented individuals
call 1-800-655-3225 or
to teach our fun. effective FREE ROOM/BOARD + Salary
www studentdental com or
preparation courses.
Earn in exchange for tending to
www goldenwestdental com
$16/hour to start. Paid training needs of disabled F adult, in
starts soon. Call 650/843-0968. Los Gatos Call 408-356-6265
FREDDIE IS THE NEXT
ask for Cambron,
starting QB for the 49ers
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS
to get $$PA1D$$ to lose up
RECREATION LEADERS
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Natural. Guaranteed
Enroy working with kids? Join
Call (408)793-5256.
GIVE THE GIFT OF YOUR TIME
the team at Small World
THIS HOUDAY SEASON
Schools
and
get
great
WANNA FLY? Try a tnple
experience WORKING WITH
cappuccino from Freddies.
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our Guaranteed to chaffer your leeti
before & after school rec pow".
7 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
dining at Freddies experience
offers competitive pay, benefits
orgasmic bliss
for 30+ hrs. excellent training,
and a fun work environment TAHOE SPECIAL Jeep 8 Snow
grt
cond
Cherokee.
board
86
GREAT
SEX, ROCK N’ ROLL
Hours flexible around school
and FREDDIES,
Cali (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or $2400 Snwbd. bts. bdgs. new
735-0091
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE, or HOW TO PICK UP CHICKS
through hypnosis class Rec (art. music, dance). Phys
CONFIDENTIAL
sign up at Freddies
Ed . Human Services. Social
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
Welfare (nursing psychology.
program for Women includes
sociology, home economics)
pregnancy testing. fiiii/ and
Elem Ed, Rec. Psych. Soc,
STD testing. EMERGENCY
Phys Ed, Nursing, etc
BEST RATES
CONTRACEPTION. birth control
AUTO INSURANCE
pills, Depo-Provera shots. new
TEACHER - CHILD CARE
Free Phone Quotes
technology pap smear testing.
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DIST
No Dnver Refused
physical exams. condoms. etc
Site Director for preschool
Accidents
Avaliable 7 days a week by
Excellent salary/benefits
Cancelled
appointment Ask for Dr Nunez
Staff ratio 1 8 Permit required
Tickets
408-942-09130
For info 650-856-0876
DU I
510-797-6560
For an appl 650-329-3957
S.R. filing
www.nunezmd.com
Good Student Discount
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
Call us now
COOKIES FROM FREDDIES
At Bnght Honzons, we are seek408-244-9100
will make you pretty.
ing talented and caring child
8am 8pm Mon Sat
care professionals to loon our ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
OM Twenty IGF 1 & 2
growing network of Family
Lincoln nutraceutical Co New
Centers FT opportunities with LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE Natural Weight Loss Supplement
Infants, Preschool. School -age
Lowest Down Payment
Somatomedin C Sublingual
8 Subs We offer competitive
Easy Payment Plan
Spray. Dietary Supplement
salanes and excellent benefit
Good Student Discount
Clinically proven as mentioned
package which includes tuition Intemabonal Dnver Welcomed
in the Sept 2000 issue of
reimbursement Join us in workNo Dnver Refused
Popular Science Increase
ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
Call for Free Quotes
energy levels improve bone
our state of the al facilities
408-272-0312
matnx Convert fat to muscle
where children as well as
pnninsur Oaol com
Slow down the aging process
careers flounsh Call Toll Free PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
Call Toll Free 1-800-316-9314
877-336-3596
Visit us at
www brighthorizons com
http I Ivnvw igfone com or
http //www overhvenly com
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VOLUNTEERS

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SALE

HEALTH/BEAUTY

INSURANCE
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Four
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
Days
$11
3 lines
59
$5

Please check
one classification:

Name
Five
Days
513

Rate increases $2 for each addihonal line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTL
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 « consecutive ISSUOS receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County odvertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge irp to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold typo at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Aitken.

_Lost and Found’
_Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
_Events
Spartan Deily Classifieds
_Volunteers
Sart Jose State University
_For
Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_Autos For Saie
Hall
Room
209
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel
__Electronics
II Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Wanted
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on canceled ads
_Employment
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only
_Opportunities
? QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Ctty

Slot*

MONO

Zip POOP

_Rentai Housing
_Shared Housing
_Rem Estate
_Services
__Health/Beauty
_Spons/Thrills
_Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
*Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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ROLLING OUT THE ROCK CARPET

ROBO:

Students think outside of box

continued from Page I

assigned to each hole, the amount
of bonus balls they were able to
pick up and how long it took them.
Greg Hayward, a graduate student in mechanical engineering,
came up with the ramp course for
students to learn robotics as his
senior project last semester.
Hayward designed the boards in
the ramp to flip, making different
courses when students figured out
how to effectively maneuver one
track.
Hayward said he expected more
students would be successful in
getting to the top of the ramp.
Hayward is a part-time robotics
teacher at Mission College and
said he helps out with other classes at San Jose State University, as
well.
The mechatronics class has
existed since 1995, but Furman

said this is the first year a project
was used that had all the students
working toward the same goal.
Binh Do and his group were not
only the first to compete, they were
the only ones whose vehicle was
able to make it to the top of the
ramp and get all the balls in.
Do, a senior majoring in
mechanical engineering, said his
vehicle is the result of about 60
hours of work.
"It’s an engineering problem,"
Do said. "We thought of the simplest plan."
They designed their vehicle to
gather all the balls, go straight to
the top and dump them all in the
hole, gaining the most points.
One of Furman’s instructions
was to "think outside of the box"
when constructing their vehicle,
Do said.
"As engineers, we do that," Do
said.

CHORALIERS: Group to perform
third annual Christmas at the Mission
continued from

Page I

Jay Jordana, assistant conductor for the choraliers and a voice
major at SJSU, said this is her
first performance at Mission
Santa Clara with the choraliers,
and that she is excited about the
program they put together.
"We’ll be doing different kinds
of Christmas music in different
languages," she said.
The choraliers plan to perform
the calypso and use percussion
instruments such as the "maracas claves," which will add resonance to the performance and
make it very rhythmically active,
Jordana said.
Jordana said the choraliers
will play recorders, finger cymbals, triangles and tambourines
during the performance.
The structural soundness of
the mission adds to the quality of
the music, according to Charlie

Above, Micah Bereli, of the
rock band Carpet Room,
pertbrmed at the Student
Union Amphitheater on
Wednesday. The band also performed Thursda) at The Usual
in downtown San Jose.
Left, lead singer Adam Romswinckel-Guise performed at
the Student Union Amphitheater on Wednesday. The band
has recorded an album titled
"Demonstrate."

White, director of Mission Santa
Clara.
eWhite said the only fact
venting the mission from being a
center for recording is the proximity of the airport, police and
fire departments.
White said the rebuilt mission
was constructed with steel and
reinforced with concrete.
The rectangular structure,
bare walls and tiled hard surface
floors all contribute to the superb
sound, he said.
"That makes for perfect
acoustics," White said. "The mission is renowned for it."
The choraliers are also well
known for the "Rent-A-Carol"
program, which is popular
around this time of year, Jordana
said.
Throughout the season, people
can contract smaller groups of
the choraliers for entertainment
or parties.
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Join the Spartan Daily Advertising Staff!!
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Medical Benefits*

Stock Options*

Paid Vacations*

Use the Company
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Celebrity Status*
Have Your Own

Expense Accounts*

Personal Assistant*

*Actual benefits not included, but it’s a great experience!
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PICTURES

Enroll in Advertising 116 next semester and prepare to:
Get Paid

Develop Sales and Presentation

Beef Up Your Resume

Skills

Internship Experience

Gain Management Experience

Positions include Account Execs and Layout Artists.
Contact Professor Jack Quinton- Spartan Daily Faculty Advisor (408) 924-3269

